Transparency across your supply chain

Unlock the power of information in codes

Systech provides digital product identification and traceability solutions to help customers achieve compliance, detect supply chain threats and gain transparency across the supply chain. Built on decades of experience as the leader in pharmaceutical serialization with thousands of global implementations, our comprehensive brand protection suite delivers the real-time insight, actionable product data and digital connectivity you need. We empower you with information to know exactly what is happening at every stage of the product journey.

Global brands across industries rely on Systech to keep their products authentic, safe and connected—from production to the consumer’s hands.

Secure, End-to-End Traceability

A single, simple solution for generating, managing and reporting product data in a diverse supply chain ecosystem. Systech makes it easy to create a compliant system of record for your products in changing regulatory environments.

- Get item transfer visibility and secure data exchange across your global supply chain
- Create, modify and order the processing of data based on your requirements
- Consolidate multiple tracing data sources into one centralized dashboard

Non-additive, Digital Authentication

Innovative e-Fingerprint® technology turns your existing barcode into a unique digital identifier for an extra layer of protection. Each product becomes instantly connected to verify authenticity and gather actionable supply chain insight.

- Connect physical products to the digital supply chain for item-level authentication and traceability
- Detect product counterfeiting and diversion issues in real time
- Deliver item-specific details and capture feedback using a simple smartphone app

Turnkey Serialization Solutions

Flexible, fast and proven identification capabilities that can be deployed rapidly on any line, site or enterprise. Our pre-packaged modules are configurable for unbeatable ease of implementation and speed.

- Create unique product identifiers and aggregate every packaging level for seamless traceability
- Establish enterprise-level connectivity with comprehensive track-and-trace and compliance integrations
- Optimize line management and drive down total cost of ownership through improved efficiency

LEARN MORE
Scan the QR code to learn how to achieve transparency across your supply chain.